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DESIGN BRIEF 
Networked Operating Room

Advanced video interfaces for medical imaging system 
help preserve capital investments in cameras, sensors, and 
processing systems — while enhancing outcomes — by 
delivering the performance advantages of networked video.

Medical imaging systems require video interfaces that reliably  
transfer high-resolution images from image sources to computers 
and displays in real-time with low, consistent latency (or delay). 
Fluoroscopy, for example, relies on the fast transfer of images from 
a flat panel detector (FPD) to a display screen to help make precise 
surgical decisions. Beyond technical performance, new medical 
imaging systems often must integrate seamlessly with existing 
equipment and scale easily to accommodate additional image  
sources or display panels. 

In a networked operating room, a film-based X-ray panel in the  
C-arm has been replaced with a digital FPD. Pleora’s  Embedded Video 
Interface hardware allows designers to easily integrate GigE Vision-
compliant video connectivity directly into FPDs.     

In legacy systems where images are being sent from a FPD over an 
existing Camera Link or low-voltage differential signaling (LVDS) 
interface, manufacturers can use Pleora’s external frame grabbers to 
convert images into a GigE Vision-compliant video stream. 

Video from other image sources, for example a Sony camera in the 
lamp head, is also converted into the same GigE Vision format by an 
iPORT SB-GigE External Frame Grabber. Image feeds from the FPD 
and camera are aggregated at an off-the-shelf Ethernet switch and 
multicast to processing, analysis, and display equipment. Per-frame 
metadata is transmitted with the images over the Ethernet link for 
easy integration with DICOM-compliant software and hardware. 

At the computer, the video streams in through the Ethernet port, 
allowing the use of lower cost, lower power computing platforms, 
including laptops.

A key performance advantage of the GigE-based distributed network 
architecture is the ability to aggregate previously isolated image 
sources and patient data and display the integrated information on 
a single dashboard. The video processor creates a composite image, 
highlighting areas of interest with overlays of pre-op images and vital 
signs information, that is then multicast over the Ethernet network to 
various displays. 

In the operating room, for example, a vDisplay HDI-Pro External 
Frame Grabber converts the GigE Vision image stream into HDMI/
DVI signals for viewing on a high-definition dashboard that displays 
recorded and real-time patient data from different imaging devices 
and systems. The surgeon or operating team members can easily 
switch between imaging sources without reconfiguring hardware.
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